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It is proposed to make best use of the site, which as outlined
in the reports by both the Arboricultural Study and Ecology
Study, has been left unmaintained for many years and
consequently has become neglected and somewhat
overgrown.

The first intention was to see if the design of log cabins to
the south could be continued into the site. But with its
significant levels, it would prove difficult to site the units
successfully. Therefore, this application is for the installation
of Tree Tents. Detailed information about the tents are
included later in this document. However, woodlands are
our future, and to help sustain this future woodlands need
to be used for more than just harvesting timber during their
lifetimes, or as a simple backdrop to the character of a
neighbourhood. Research, conservation, work, play and
retreat are all important activities that can be enjoyed as
part of the forests cycle.

Tree Tents aim to offer comfortable and low impact
inclusion into the woodland at any time of year whether it
be for recreation, research, conservation or education.

The Tree Tent concept is a culmination of over 3 years of
work and research (and decades of experience) in
sustainable shelter systems, fabric structures and tree top
living. They offer a lightweight and efficient structure using
sustainable, recyclable, recycled and natural materials. A
structure that can be easily transported and assembled
on-site with minimal, non-permanent impact on its
environment. They are a unique, hybrid aluminium and
green ash static airframe combined with an expertly tailored
100% cotton canvas skin.

The spherical structure is 3m in diameter, sizable enough to
comfortably accommodate two adults. 100% wool, winter
thermal liners allow for all year round accommodation while
wood stove, water and electric options offer the extra
creature comforts

Tree Tents are lightweight, hybrid aluminium and steam
bent ash airframes and offer a comfortable, low impact
shelter at any time of year. The spherical structure is
encompassed by a 16oz rot and waterproofed, 100% cotton
canvas. Its dirigible structure blends two very different but
complementary engineering materials - aluminium and
wood; with inspiration and design ques taken heavily from
early zeppelin engineering and lightweight aircraft design.

Tree Tents are also available as stand-alone ground
mounted structures which reduce the required aluminium
framing and rigging complexities but still offer the
advantage of a raised structure. The easily installed spiral
ground mounts offer minimal impact and the variable
length, stilted legs can adapt to uneven and difficult terrain.

Importantly to note, is that the greatest benefit of this
proposal is that each tent, its access and orientation will be
determined by the specialist manufacturer on site, with the
ecologist and tree consultant. So, each pod will be bespoke
to its setting and environment, with the impact on the
character being very minimal.

The pre-app response raised the concerns over DDA access.
With the sites undulating levels and the very nature of the
tree tents themselves, it is hard to see how a fully DDA
compliant site could be created allowing for level access.
However, Tree Tent 3 on the proposed plans could be one
that is sited at a lower level on a tripod frame, which would
allow a small ramped access. With the Dis WC facilities in
close proximity, and disabled parking space adjacent this
would give the site flexibility to offer accessible facilities.

The manager's pod, will simply be another proprietary tree
tent, in which the person responsible for site can welcome
visitors, and present to them the site rules, regulations and
facilities. The office is likely to only be managed part time, to
coincide with arrivals and departures of guests, and would
have display boards and the usual tourist information
leaflets. It would also have an emergency contact of the site
manager who would live off site

The shower/toilet facilities are shown as being housed in
more traditional (proprietary) timber frame/log cabin
structures in clearings fairly central to the site. These are
proposed as single storey, timber frame construction, set on
simple raised stone setts or slabs. .

The toilet and wash up areas are proposed as simple “shed
like” structures, which could be self-composting, although
there is mains drainage running across the site. We would
suggest that a drainage scheme is set as a conditional item,
and this can be controlled during the Building Control
stage.


